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Abstract:
The research includes the Legal regulation of the E-Arbitration Agreement in
the UAE on account of the current upturn in scientific and technical progress
of the electronic means increase use of conclusion of different contracts, and
its execution specially in the electronic contracts. As a result of all of those
contracts it came out with electronic disputes that caused the necessity of
searching for a specific solution that conform to its electronic privacy, as a
result of this, a new alternative means come into sight to solve the electronic
disputes and the most important one is the Electronic Arbitration; which
requires legislations and regulations on Electronic Arbitration aspects that
abide and satisfy its privacy.

It had been figured out the unavailability of rules and regulations specialized
in Electronic Arbitration, although the country interest in the electronic
transaction and its enactment of federal law comprises of basic regulations
governing these transactions, which is the Federal Law No. (1) of 2006 on
Electronic Commerce and Transactions, on the other hand it evokes
wondering about which regulations govern the electronic arbitration in case it
approved as one of dispute resolution means.
Herein is the essence of the research on the legal aspects of the Electronic
Arbitration, which is considered to be one of the basic arbitration whereas the
rules that governs the basic arbitration is one of the public rules of the
arbitration phases. Arbitration centers contributed in promulgating in the
arbitration law, which considered to be a part from the legal system. In
consideration with all the above mentioned, it is necessary to have legal
system especially for the Electronic Arbitration that adequate to its privacy to
promote the electronic transaction.
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